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32 ABOVE FURS S.A.
198, Leoforos Kyknon
52100 Kastoria, Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 22459
Fax: +30 24670 22394
E-mail: info@32above.gr
www.32above.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins & pieces.
For more than 30 years, the name 32above of Kastoria has
been synonymous with furs of the finest quality. Our globally famous collection features the inspired creations of the
world’s foremost designers along with Kastoria’s own impeccably crafted fur fashions. Choose from more than two thousand magnificent furs in a complete range of sizes - from petite to full.
We at 32above never forget how important it is for you to look
your best. For that reason we offer a full collection of furs that
will keep on looking as luxurious and beautiful as the very first
day you purchased them.
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ACTIVE S.A.
11th Klm New National Road
Kastoria - Kozani - Ampelokipi
52057, Kastoria-Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 27404
Fax: +30 24670 29471
E-mail: active.furs.ru@gmail.com
www.activefurs.com
Furs: Readymade fur skins garments, fur skins.
Largest producer of Russian sable in the world.
Buying sable is a unique experience and the best advice is to
buy sable furs at official fur stores where fur products come
with the appropriate certification. Such fur stores should always provide the right information on how the sable fur was
obtained and of course how to treat sable furs. ACTIVE Furs is
the largest manufacturer of sable furs in the world, providing
guaranteed quality sable fur coats. Sable skins used in ACTIVE Furs garments are only purchased in the Sojuzpushnina
fur auction in St. Petersburg. Our company is proud to own
the top lots of the Sojuzpushnina sable fur auction for 2015.
ACTIVE provides all necessary certificates upon purchase of
any sable fur product. Sable experts and fur consultants at
the ACTIVE fur factory in Kastoria will help you come up with
a single unique sable fur coat or an Exclusive sable fur collection.
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ALESSIO FURS
232, Grammou Str.
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 87336
Fax: +30 24670 87336
E-mail: info@alessiofurs.com
info@italyfashionfurs.gr
www.alessiofurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins & pieces, other garments.
Alessio “Italy Fashion Furs” is the name of progress in Fashion, a name that ensures the best quality of fur. By attaching
the Alessio “Italy Fashion Furs” is certifying that the garment
you have purchased is a genuine fur, a fur which is designed,
manufactured and controlled thoroughly by experts to meet
the high quality standards needed to make a really special
garment.
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ALPHA FURS & FASHION
DEMETRIOS K. PAPAIOANNOU
26, Grammou str.
52100 Kastoria, Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 83610
Fax: +30 24670 83522
E-mail: dem.fur1@gmail.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins, readymade garments of fur pieces. Sable skin dealer.
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ANADRASIS
18, Athanasiou Diakou str.
52100 Kastoria, Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 55122
Fax: +30 24670 55121
E-mail: consulting@anadrasis.com
www.anadrasis.com
Other: Development Consultants
The highly qualified anadrasis corporation utilizing the knowledge and experience for the trends that predominate in the
international markets, uses tested methodologies and tools
and offers added value and consulting services that cover the
below basic sectors:
• Strategic business planning
• Administration of projects and developing funding programs
(Investment law 4399/2016, NSRF 2014-2020, Horizon 2020,
COSME, CREATIVE EUROPE, EaSI e.t.c)
• Consulting marketing services
• Economic studies
• Technical studies
ANADRASIS with its years of experience and skilled manpower aims at providing businesses and organizations of public
and private sectors with high quality advisory and technical
services enforcing their development perspective, investigating the interior and exterior environment and planning the
increase of their competitiveness extroversion.
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ARIS FURS
5, Egnatias Str.
54630 Thessaloniki - Greece
Tel.: +30 6945875014
E-mail: ariskallias@yahoo.gr
www.arisfurs.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins.
Our company, Aris Kallias Furs, established in Thessaloniki
since 1980, merchandising excellent quality fur coats.
The superb quality mink classic and modern collections will
impress everyone with their unique style and their incredibly
big variety.
Using Italian collections and leathers from qualified companies from USA, Canada and Denmark, our fur coats are sewn
by experienced personnel in Kastoria, a city with great tradition in fur making.
Aris Kallias Furs is the Best Choice!
Our customers and our resellers prefer us for our:
• Top quality furs
• Elegant and stylish collections
• Wide variety
• Excellent prices
• Fast shipping delivery
• Willingness to help
• Professionalism
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AVANTI FURS
1st Klm Dispilio – Kastoria
52100, Kastoria – Greece
Tel. +30 24670 85900
Fax +30 24670 85902
E-mail: info@avantifurs.com
www.avantifurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins & pieces, fur accessories.
AVANTI FURS undoubtedly owes its absolute success to its
current shareholders, brothers Argyrios, Stavros, and Loukas
Kranias. Although at its very heart it still remains a family affair and although it has maintained the traditional values that
have established it from the very beginning, the company has
managed to set itself apart as one of the most innovative and
pioneering companies.
Under the valuable guidance of their father and being armed
with their passion, vision, goals and skills, they have not only
continued the work of their predecessors, but have also managed to give AVANTI a clear edge in the fur sector.
The know-how of AVANTI FURS comes from many years of
international experience, which has led to a depth knowledge
of the field, at the level of both production and international
trade.
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BEAUTY FURS
Dimarchou Vouitsi
P.O. Box 106 52100 Chloe Area,
Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 81086
Fax: +30 24670 81086
E-mail: vlachoub@otenet.gr
www.beautyfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins & pieces.
The company Beauty Furs by Vlachos was established in
1993 and is situated at Chloe area. Is specialized in fur skins
garments, in excellent quality and pioneer design garments.
Beauty Furs was established in 1961 from Nicolas Vlachos
with the name Vlachos Furs. Until today it remains a family
run company with consistent strive for high quality materials
and traditional techniques of fur coat manufacturing. Always
creating new fashion ideas, Beauty Furs was the first company to combine Blackglama mink with swakara, a design
first that received amazing positive response. The company
is based in the city of Kastoria with a worldwide network of
selling points.
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BEL FUR - GEORGE TSADILAS
6, Evraidos str.
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 86760
Fax: +30 24670 86761
E-mail: gtsadilas@yahoo.gr
www.belfur.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of all kinds of skins & pieces, fur
accessories.
The fur company BEL FUR was established in Kastoria 30
years ago. At the production of the fur garments is using the
best quality skins, bought from Blackglama, NAFA & Saga
Furs, paying attention first of all to the quality of the fur garments.
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BLACKGLAMA
200 Sw 34th str.
Wa 98057, Renton - Usa
Tel.: (425) 2513200
Fax: (425) 2513222
E-mail: info@alcbusiness.com
www.alcbusiness.com
Fur Auction
Greek Representative
Mr. Dimitris Siomos
15, Ipsilantou str.
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Mob.: +30 6948 823954
E-mail: dim.siomos@gmail.com
BLACKGLAMA is the world’s oldest fur auction house. ALC
is the exclusive outlet of American Legend and Blackglama
mink.
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BOURTSOS BROS S.A.
11th Klm National Road Kastoria - Kozani
52057 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 85545
Fax: +30 24670 85172
E-mail: bourtsossa@yahoo.gr
www.bourtsos.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins
Bourtsos S.A. is one of the leading industrial manufacturing
units of fur clothing generally specializing in Persian or karakul. Being exclusive partners with Swakara and thanks to their
excellent craftsmanship, they can call themselves the best at
their kind specializing in “Karakul” or “Persian”. Bourtzos S.A
takes part in hundreds of fur auctions and international fur
fairs, proposing new collections of fur garments every year,
quality certified skins. The business continues to expand with
shops in Greece, Russia and recently in Dubai, with long term
clients all over the world. The new company buildings in Kastoria have recently been completed, a total of 4200 m2 where
a new showroom, up to date workshops, as well as managerial
services are accommodated.
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by Lazaros - Lazaros Savvidis
Hloe Area, P.O. Box 398
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 21205
E-mail: info@bylazaros.com
www.bylazaros.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins, readymade garments of fur pieces, fur accessories. Fashion designer - fur
manufacturer.
The company “by Lazaros” is located in Kastoria in Hloe area.
One of the most innovative companies dedicated to female
and male fur garments and accessories.
Our famous collections features the inspirited creations of the
unique Greek fur designer, specialized in the field of fur, Lazaros Savvidis, who is also the owner of the company. His passion, experience and knowledge of the fur trade lead our company to the top.
Through years the company “by Lazaros” has successfully built
a respectable reputation for its fur line in the whole world,
based on high quality standards.
We use the best quality of mink, swakara, orylag, fox and textile in special combinations and designs that give to our clients
the sensation of unique.
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CARGO SERVICE & REPRESENTATIONS
73, Ethnikis Antistaseos str.
52057 Dispilio, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 89019
Fax: +30 24670 89016
E-mail: kastoria@csr-air.com
www.csr-air.com
Other: Services
• Cargo Services: freight forwarding, logistics solutions and
transportation (both to Russia and worldwide)
• Representations: International Airlines’ representative
in Greece
• Business Aviation: business- and VIP aviation management,
aircraft ground handling at Greek airports
• Airport Parking: management of the airport parking
at Thessaloniki International Airport “Makedonia”
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CARLA MOSSE
Meg. Alexandrou 73 Str.
52100, Kastoria – Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 27843
Fax: +30 24670 27843
E-mail: info@carlamosse.com
www.carlamosse.com
Furs: Fur & Leather garments & accessories
The art of design, development production and processing of
fur and leather goods Carla Mosse has long tradition. Its origins descent to the year 1885, when it was established by Mr.
Vlachos in Kastoria, Northern Greece as a family enterprise.
With Carla Mosse as a trade mark, the company provides
customers with a great variety of products which are finely
finished and tastefully designed. Customers also favour the
practicality of the products and their moderate prices. There
are different divisions in the enterprise, including Fur Garments and Hats Division, Leather Garment Division, Leather
Bags and Wallets Division. Professional designers try their
best to catch the latest fashion trends and develop a unique
style of Carla Mosse products. Every single piece of Carla
Mosse products is made with the finest leather of fur skins…
matched by elegant harware decorations, completely satisfying your superior taste and personality. As there is a great
sales network in all countries in Europe you can conveniently
purchase all kinds of new products from Carla Mosse as well
as enjoy the detached feeling of setting the pace in the pursuit of perfection.
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CASIANI
Manzari Group S.A.
Ampelokipi - P.O. Box 80
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 89190
Fax: +30 24678 90194
E-mail: info@casiani.com
www.manzarigroup.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins.
MANZARI GROUP S.A. is active in the manufacture and sale
of women’s fur clothing and accessories. Founded in 2014, the
company has risen rapidly and emerged as one of the most
important and fast – growing companies in the sector. The
company is located in a company –owned and luxurius space
of 5000 sq. m in Ampelokipi in the entrance of Kastoria including the management, manufacturing, design and a big, luxury
show room. The company designs and produces “CASIANI”
FUR COLLECTION with high quality materials, originating from
world famous suppliers , specialized know-how and unique
designs, the result of our work surpasses all expectations. The
company has developed it’s sales network as it’s products export to Russia, UAE, Europe and U.S.
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CHRISOS FURS
200, Kiknon Avenue
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 82270
Fax: +30 24670 82270
E-mail: chrisofurs@cyta.gr
www.chrisosfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins.
Our Mission
CHRISOS FURS is a manufacturer based in Kastoria Greece.
Founded by Chrisostomos Kranias, the company managed to
grow though time into one of the most recognized producers in the fur industry, based on the quality and insight of its
work force.
Chrisos Furs has been for decades among Kastoria’s top
Blackglama skins furriers. Bought directly from the Seattle
American Legend auctions, our designs of these fine quality
mink skins have set us among your favorite fur design houses. Our collection is constantly renewed to include models
that will always be in fashion.
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CK FURS
COHEN ITZHAK
4, Zafiraki str.
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 28214
Fax: +30 24670 28214
E-mail: info@ckfurs.com
www.ckfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins & pieces, plates, fur
skins.
Itzhak Cohen company founded in 2002, In the city of Kastoria.
With excellent expertise and european focus, active since then
in the fur industry. The art of fur is inextricably linked to the
region of Kastoria, the years of Ottoman acquisition, counting five centuries dynamic presence, becoming a turbocharger
of the local economy and a catalyst for economic and cultural
development. The company has organized staffing, and workforce, fully specialized in the production of fur products.
The main goal of business: Production and trade of fur products, high - standards that will meet the Greek and international standards.
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CLAUDIA HOPPE
MODE IN PELZ & LEDER
Niddastrasse 66/68
60329, Frankfurt -Germany
Tel.: +49 69 2429440
Fax: +49 69 24294424
E-mail: Claudia_hoppe@hotmail.com
Furs: Other garments with fur, fur accessories & accessories.
Trade with textile & fur garments since 2014.
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“Di Cara”
27, Orestiados str.
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 25140
+30 24670 25143
Fax: +30 24670 26342
E-mail: karatzasfurs@hotmail.com
www.dicarafurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins manufacturers of luxury sable, lynx & mink garments.
Manufacturers of luxury sable lynx & mink garments.
The establishment of the first fur workshop under the name
Karatzas Furs, was at the center of fur production, Kastoria
city. The philosophy of the house ever since was to create a
brand of exclusively high quality fur that would stand out for
its lightness, softness and comfortable wear. The Di Cara line
was created much later to correspond to the growing fashion
industry and make fur garments, a new modern item of clothing. The constant research for the newest tendencies and best
materials when combined to the classical processing methods
of the house, become the criteria for modern design and elegance. Through years Di Cara fur house has successfully built
a strong reputation for its sophisticated fur line of exclusively
high-quality mink, sable, lynx and chinchilla collections.
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DIOS FURS S.A.
10, Th, Tsipou – Siatista
50300, Siatista - Greece
Branch Store:
10, Petra str.
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 85316
Fax: +30 24670 85383
E-mail: diosfurs17@gmail.com
www.diosfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins.
“Dios Furs” was founded in Siatista in 1963 by the brothers
Nicholas & Elias Dios. The company at all stages of development dealt with the production of ready clothing beginning
with skins of fox & astragan and dealing the past few years
with mink, Cat Lynx and Sable skins which are supplied by
international auctions : Fur Harvesters, American Legend Blackglama, Saga Furs & Kopenhagen Fur.
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DITA FURS
PAPAGEORGIADU AFRODITE
1, Navarinou & Spetson str.
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 81360
Fax: +30 24670 86810
E-mail: paulioukas71@yahoo.gr
www.ditafurs.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins.
The company DITA FURS PAPAGEORGIADU AFRODITE was
founded in 1971 by Papageorgiadi Alcibiades, who manages
a small family business over the years to turn it into a business respectable size while maintaining traditional values and
family character. The company is engaged in manufacturing
of finished fur garments of mink skin, fox, lynx, raccoon and
from cuttings.
The quality of the skins we use are the best in the world and
of what knowledgeable skins auctions. AMERICAN LEGEND
(BLACKGLAMA), NAFA , SAGA FURS, KOPEN-HAGEN FUR.
The derivative of our skins becomes in GREECE exclusively in
the city of Kastoria, with great taste and unique arts which
creates the conditions for an optimal result.
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DOUKAS FURS
Poria
52200, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 71755
Fax: +30 24670 71755
E-mail: doukasfurs@hotmail.com
Furs: Readymade garments of raccoon, lynx & fisher skins.
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DOUVLOS
Weckmarkt 7
60311, Frankfurt – Germany
Tel.: +49 69 24248980
Fax: +49 69 25667769
E-mail: info@douvlos.com
www.douvlos.com
Furs: Readymade fur garments, fur skins.
Readymade garments of sable skins & chinchilla, dressed skins
of sable, fox, e.t.c., fur accessories, accessories.
Douvlos established in 1961, located in Frankfurt – Germany, is
a fur company in the third generation specializing in the finest
Fur garments & skins like Chinchilla, Sabel and Fox.
Purchasing Origin Assured skins from the main Fur Auctions
like Saga Furs, Kopenhagen Fur & Sojuzpushnina, all garments
are made with passion in Germany & Greece with the latest
technologies.
Creating unique fur styles and fur design together with the
knowledge and experience of the fur trade, this is our secret.
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DUE FRATELLI
198, Leoforos Kyknon
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 6946212335
+30 6947375141
E-mail: a.ntisios@gmail.com
www.duefratelli.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of mink, raccoon, fisher, sable,
catlynx skins.
The company was established in 1996. Is specialized in readymade garments of mink, raccoon, fisher, sable and catlynx
skins.
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EFD PAPADOPOULOS FURS
L. Kiknon & Neftonos Str.
52100 Kastoria, Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 87577
Fax: +30 24670 87578
E-mail: info@efdfurs.com
www.efdfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins.
Mission
Our mission is to select and utilize the world’s finest skins
with the collaboration of the most important designers. Our
creations are made by discriminated selection of the raw material and high level of manufacturing. We also use wide variety of fabric lining and accessories. The entire production is
characterized by handicraft expertise. The company’s laboratories have the latest machinery, advanced technologies and
the best specialists in every field of work. Our dedication is to
serve our values: to create unique, elegant, and high quality
fur garments all made in Kastoria, the cradle of fur.
Vision
Our vision is to create a long-term destination for our business accomplishing sustainable quality growth focused on
creating values and make a difference.
Points of sale
EFD Papadopoulos furs collections are distributed to customers all over the world and exhibited in the best fur boutiques.
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EMFASI PELLE
6th Klm National Road
Kastoria - Thessaloniki 52057,
Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 21886
Fax: +30 24670 85006
E-mail: emfasipe@otenet.gr
www.emfasipelle.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins.
“Emfasi Pelle” is one of the most important companies in fur
production and has its headquarters in Kastoria. It was found
in 1983 by Ioannis Azemopoulos and George Michalopoulos.
From the first moment on it was awarded for its quality of
fur, its style and its originality. “Emfasi Pelle” exports its products to many countries all over the world like Russia, Ukraine,
Belarus, Kazakhstan, the USA, Dubai etc.
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FASHION FUR by K & W
ANTONIADIS KONSTANTINOS
Driovouno
50003, Kozani - Greece
Tel.: +30 6977982091
E-mail: fashionfur@hotmail.com
Furs: Readymade garments of mink skins & pieces.
Established in1987 and is specialized in mink skins.
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“FASHION FUR & LEATHER” magazine
2nd Lyuberetskiy Proezd,
D14 109153,
Moskva, Russian Federation
Tel : +7 (906) 757-56-76, + 7 (985) 980 89 71
E-mail: furleather@ya.ru
www.modafur.com
Other : Trade Magazine
All about fur and leather.
Main trends of fur and leather fashion.
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FF COLLECTION
FILIPPIDIS FILIPPOS
L. Gounadaron - P.O. Box 469
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 81297
Fax: +30 24670 81584
E-mail: ffilipid@otenet.gr
www.ffilippidis.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins & pieces, fur accessories, plates.
The company FF Collection - Filippidis Filippos furs engaged
in the production and selling of fur and leather in 1980 with
headquarters the beautiful Kastoria. Our store features comfortable showrooms to display the wide range of luxurious
furs and leather. The highly skilled, dynamic and entrepreneurial experience of owner Filippidi Filippo has made the
company FF Collection Filippidis Filippos furs between qualitative fur companies in Greece and in the whole world.
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FOKOS FURS
Ag. Kiriaki - Kaloneri
50300 Kozani, Greece
Tel.: +30 24650 71033
Fax: +30 24650 71301
E-mail: info@fokosfurs.com
www.fokosfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins.
Fokos Furs has long been considered as a main contributor of
the fur industry. Feeling stifled by traditional design and technique, it has always approached fur as a medium for artistic
expression. His methods, treatments and techniques continue
to extend the conventional boundaries of design.
For Fokos Furs, color and design is a driving force. It uses only
the finest pelts, fabrics, trimmings and accessories, as seen
in his pure silk, signature lining and couture hand finishing. A
perfectionist, he overseas all aspects of production.
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FURS BY SARAFAS
8, Parmenionos str.
52100 Maniakoi, Kastoria – Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 80462
Fax: +30 24670 80462
E-mail: sarafasfurs@gmail.com
www.sarafasfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of mink skins.
Sarafas Furs was established in 2000. The owner of the company acquired vast knowledge of fur making some decades
earlier in 1970. A firm based in Kastoria area, takes action in
the production of furs and specializes in creating stylish garments from mink skins in all colors and styles according to the
latest fashion trends.
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GIANNI FUR LTD.
48, Athanasiou Diakou Str.
52100, Kastoria – Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 82222
Fax: +30 24670 82222
E-mail: xanthakos.ioannis@gmail.com
www.giannifur.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of mink skins,
Skins Dealer
We provide high quality readymade garments that satisfy the
needs of every costumer.
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GIORGIO DINO FURS
80, Eth. Antistaseos Str.
52057, Dispilio – Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 85300
Fax: +30 24670 85627
E-mail: giorgiodino@live.com
www.giorgiodino.wixsite.com/gdfurs/stores
Furs: Readymade garments of mink skins & mink pieces.
The company was founded in 1972 by entrepreneur Tsiolas
George and remains a family business.
Place of business was and remains in Dispilio, a small village 7
kilometers from the Greek city of Kastoria.
Giorgio Dino furs are designed by notable artist with modern
taste and superior raw materials from the biggest auctions
in the world like American Legend (Backglama), NAFA (BlackNafa), Kopenhagen Furs and Saga Furs.
The excellent quality and the high production process give to
our clients the best result and give us the feeling of satisfaction.
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GIORGIO MILIOS
11, St. Vasiliou str.
52100 Maniaki, Kastoria – Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 80473
Fax: +30 24670 80473
E-mail: miliosfurs@gmail.com
Showroom:
221, Grammou Str.
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 87991
www.miliosfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of all the kinds of fur skins
The GIORGIO MILIOS EXCLUSIVE MEN’S FUR COLLECTION is a
family company dedicated to the seam of male fur. The company was founded in 1970 by Peter Milios, in 2000 assumed
by George Milios and the company begins to participate in international exhibitions while working with leading designers
around the world. The
GIORGIO MILIOS EXCLUSIVE MEN’S FUR COLLECTION became
the only company in Kastoria dedicated to male fur for the last
43 years. The skins are only first class and all come from Canada with tag of authenticity. Our company deals with BLACKGLAMA, BLACK NAFA,FISHER, COYOTE, SEAL, SWAKARA KARAKUL, BIBER, LYNX
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GLIAGIAS BROS S.A.
Komvos Egnatia – Ambelokipoi
52057 Kastoria – Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 86955
Fax: +30 24670 86956
E-mail: gb68@otenet.gr
www.gliagias.com
Furs : Readymade garments of all kinds of fur skins
The establishment of the company GLIAGIAS BROS SA took
place in 1968 with the production of high quality fur garments
of mink skins. Production is taking place in a private 5.000 m2
building. The company is steadily expanding sewing creating
the patterns from contemporary Greek and foreign designers without forgetting the traditional workmanship. In 2010
established a Farm with the finest animals. GLIAGIAS BROS
SA is one of the largest Industrial luminaries manufacturing
and marketing of mink garments in Greece but also in Europe,
with the strongest sales cycle presence in Russia, countries of
Eastern and Western Europe, Arab countries and the US .Especially in New York where maintains a show room since 1978.
Main suppliers of raw materials of our company are auctions
in Europe and America. In recent years the company has managed to significantly increase its sales to Russian travelers visiting the city of Kastoria.
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GRAVAS G. MICHAEL SINGLE PARTNER
New Junction Dispilio - Kastoria
52057 Kastoria – Greece
Tel.: +30 2467 505060
Fax: +30 2467 505064
E-mail: info@gravas.eu
www.manakas.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins, readymade garments of fur pieces, other garments.
For over four generations the family GRAVAS is established in
the genre of luxurious and fashionable fur apparel.
The origin of the traditional company is hidden in Northern
Greece in SIATISTA just like the craft of a furrier. This region is
specialized for the production of fur garments since the 19th
century and forms the foundation of the company.
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GRECORI PONTI
8, Al. Ipsilantou Str.
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 83914
E-mail: grigoriadis.anargyros@gmail.com
Fur Accesories: Fur slippers, fur gloves, fur hats & fur interior
decoration.
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GREEK FUR INSTITUTE
60, Mitropoleos Str.
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 22217
Fax: +30 24670 22263
E-mail: info@greekfur.gr
www.greekfur.gr
The Greek Fur Institute was created with the main purpose to
promote the Greek fur industry and protect the interests of
the Greek craftsmen furriers of Kastoria and Siatista region.
In furtherance of the industry undertakes to inform the consumers about the Greek fur, raise the whole industry and to
contribute to the international recognition of the industry as
the best worldwide in the production of finished fur.
The starting point was the creation brandname for the industry of the fur and finished furs named Greek Fur and implementing reliable distribution system and control Greek Fur
label. Created by local fur trade union bodies and Kastoria
Chamber and supported by the Greek state.
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GREEK SIATISTIAN FURS
19, Niopliou Str.
50300 Siatista Greece
Tel.: +30 24650 23408
Fax: +30 24650 23408
E-mail: info@gsfurs.com
Showroom:
Ath. Diakou – 8, Grammou Str.
52100 Kastoria – Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 55083
www.gsfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of mink & catlynx skins.
Gs furs’ products are always handmade, as the company’s
only objective is the top quality obtained national and international quality and origin certification for its products. The
company procures its materials from farms abroad. Its main
supplying countries are USA - CANADA Denmark and Finland. In this way, the company obtains ORIGINAL ASSURED
quality certificates. For the certification of its quality, the
company also cooperates with AMERICAN LEGEND , NAFA ,
KOPENHAGEN, SAGA, as well as with the GREEK FUR CENTER, as far as the certification of Greek products is concerned.
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GREGORI FURS
KONSTANTINOU G.
5, Agiou Basileiou, Maniakoi
52100, Kastoria – Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 80252
Fax: +30 24670 80252
E-mail: gregorifurs@yahoo.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur pieces, plates.
KONSTANTINOU G. is a family business, established in 1992,
with experienced staff specializing in top quality readymade
garments, clippings, pleter (Mink, Sable, Links, Chinchilla).
Our purposes, a best possible result for work wrapped in conjunction with our priority on excellent raw material.
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HARAHOUSSIS PANTELIS S.A.
29, Christopoulou str.
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 29911
Fax: +30 24670 28940
E-mail: panthara@otenet.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of mink & swakara skins & mink
pieces.
Come discover one of the largest fur collections in Kastoria,
Greece. There is a wide array of fabulous fur coats and accessories from sable and chinchilla to mink, sheared mink, lynx,
fox and shearlings. Our fashionable, chic, stylish, sophisticated designs originate from all over the world to complete
every woman’s wardrobe and lifestyle.
Pantelis Harahoussis S.A. Furs carries modern & chic real fur
garments for the fashion-forward and classic wardrobe. Combining classic and contemporary designs, we offer the finest
quality real fur coats, real fur jackets & real fur accessories at
affordable prices.
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HELLENIC CHINESE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
INDUSTRY TOURISM & SHIPPING
10, Amerikis Str.
10671, Athens – Greece
Tel.: +30 210 3629445
Fax: +30 210 3629052
E-mail: info@chinese-chamber.gr
www.chinese-chamber.gr
Other: Organization
The HELLENIC CHINESE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE INDUSTRY TOURISM AND SHIPPING (HCC) is an institutional, nongovernmental, non-profit Chamber, operates under Presidential Decree (576/27-7-95), for Greek corporations and
individual entrepreneurs engaged in business affairs with
People’s Republic of China and Chinese corporations engaged in business affairs with Greece. The Hellenic Chinese
Chamber, was set up in 1995 and is widely recognized and
respected at the highest level of both Greek and Chinese governments.
Our mission is to actively and continuously support the development of business and economic relations between
Greece and China so that in the long-run, China becomes in
the worldwide scene one of Greece’s major business and economic partners.
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IKOPEL®
36, Karavageli str.
52100, Kastoria – Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 29123
Fax: +30 24670 29123
E-mail: info@ikopel.com
www.ikopel.com
Furs: Readymade garments of mink skins & pieces, fur accessories.
IKOPEL focuses on the international market offering both accessible luxury to the thinking buyer all over the world as well
as a modern slant on classical elegance. From 1990, when it
was founded, up to the present day, its devotion to the design
of its products and high quality of raw materials has set the
company apart.
Every year IKOPEL’s two Prêt – a- Porter collections include
all types of fur garments that reflect the seasons’ trends. IKOPEL’s aim is to establish itself in the psyche of buyers as a name
synonymous with luxury and classical elegance, to continue its
success and maintain the high standard of its products.
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IMPEL
33, Platonos Str.
52100, Kastoria - Greece
E-mail: iordanisimpel@gmail.com
www.impel.cc
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins
With over 50 years of experience at the fur sector in KASTORIA (Capital of fur) and in Italy, “IMPEL” has been expanded
at the establishment of retail shops at luxury resorts and
places around the world , presenting valuable fur garments of
the best quality and designs, at the most favorable prices.
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INNOV 1965
Maniaki Bridge
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 86300
Fax: +30 24670 80561
E-mail: info@groupinnov.com
Branch: Enigma Mall Innov
Enigma Mall – Shopping Centre
Junction N. Moudania - Marmara
63200, Halkidiki Greece
Tel: +30 6978334478, +30 6981714340
www.groupinnov.com
Furs: Readymade fur garments of mink, beaver, raccoon
& fox skins & pieces, other garments, fur accessories.
INNOV is the new name of the well-known company LAZAROU–VASSOU Furs, established in 1965, which is entering a
new, challenging era. Managed by the family’s third generation of furriers, INNOV is being infused with new life while its
unwavering passion for fur maintains that delicate balance
between classic and avant-garde design.
Innovative design, top-quality materials, leading know-how
and conscientious after-sales service will be INNOV’s trademarks. Committed to continuing its dynamic success, INNOV
aims both at preserving the impeccable quality of its products as well as broadening the fur fashion market.
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INTZIDIS PANAGIOTIS
Korisos
52052, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 2467 503173
Fax: +30 2467 503173
E-mail: info@panas-group.gr
pintses@yahoo.gr
www.panas-group.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins, other garments, fur
accessories, accessories.
A new company which makes its appearance in 2017. Its fur
and leather pieces are all of top quality and whose creations
are signed by Panagiotis Intzidis himself a new promising
designer born in 1999. Panagiotis Intzidis uses materials that
make women look elegant and stylish. His creations aimed at
women of all shapes, sizes and ages.
Panagiotis Intzidis is the youngest designer in the exhibition
and he promises the most modern and fresh ideas!
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KALOGIANNIS FURS
61, Sandalidi Str.
52200 Kastoria, Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 43246
Fax: +30 24670 42813
E-mail: info@kalogiannisfurs.com
www.kalogiannisfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins.
Kalogiannis Furs is dedicated exclusively to the manufacture
and trade of ready-made fur garments. All our products are
manufactured in Kastoria, Greece with high quality skins
which are bought from international auctions and approved
by the Origin Assured (OA).
The company was founded in 1970 in Kastoria by Argyris Kalogiannis. Today, two generations later, Kalogiannis Furs has
evolved into a dynamic international business. Our specialization and long-standing experience have resulted in creating
high quality fur garments.
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KAPOULIS FUR ATELIER SINCE 1957
72, Ag. Nikanoros str.
52100 Chloe Area, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 29605
Fax: +30 24670 29605
E-mail: kapoulisfurs@yahoo.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of mink & raccoon skins.
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KASTORIAN ACADEMY OF LETTERS &
ARTS “THOMAS MANDAKASIS”
5, XV Merarchias str.
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Mob. +30 6946 340364
E-mail: kastorian@rocketmail.co
www.mandakasis-academy.blogspot.gr
Other: Public Benefit Organization.
“Thomas Mandakasis” Arts and Literature Academy is a nonprofit cultural and scientific organization, founded in Kastoria
in 2013. The basic purpose of the organization is the research,
development and promotion of the cultural heritage of Kastoria and the Western Macedonia area, in order to contribute
in the social and cultural process for development, protection
of the environment, sustainable development and other activities which aim to rescue and revive local cultural heritage.
These activities will be conducted exclusively from the Academy, or through the co ordination of actions and co operations
with other organizations, sharing shame goals and values.
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KONSTANTINOU MICHAEL –
KONSTANINOU ATHANASIOS OVE
K. Karamanli & L. Gounaradon
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 28620
Fax: +30 24670 28629
E-mail:konfurs@gmail.com
www.konstantinou-furs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of swakara skins & readymade
garments of swakara pieces.
KONSTANTINOU FURS” is a family business which manufactures readymade fur coats from karakul-swakara skins. The
company was established in the year 1963. “KONSTANTINOU
FURS” is producing high quality readymade fur coats which
are made of skins coming from the international auction houses. All skins are accompanied with the all the necessary labels
which confirm their originality and quality.
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KOPENHAGEN FUR
Langagervej 60
Dk-2600, Glostrup - Denmark
Tel.: +45 43 261000
Fax: +45 43 261126
E-mail: lb@kopenhagenfur.com
www.kopenhagenfur.com
Fur Auction
Kopenhagen Fur is the association’s sales organisation, selling
fur skins from members as well as other suppliers. The Danish fur breeders own Kopenhagen Fur and make up the board
of directors thereby having a decisive influence on the activities of the company.
The company is a cooperative society, adhering to the principle of “one man - one vote”. All fur breeders thereby have
equal influence, independent of turnover and size of bisuness.
Kopenhagen Fur holds a prominent position within the EU,
as the sale of more than 40 per cent of the world’s mink skin
production is conducted from here. Kopenhgen Fur is therefore accountable to the EU trade regulations.
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K T C by BASILIS GONOS

      
L. Gounaradon, Chloe Area
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24675 03157
Fax: +30 24675 03157
E-mail: basilis.gonos@gmail.com
popiktc@gmail.com
Furs: Wholesale of all kinds of fur plates, fur accessories.
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LAZOGKAS FURS

      
Galatini
50300, Kozani - Greece
Tel.: +30 24650 41608
Fax: +30 24650 41608
E-mail: lazog@otenet.gr
Branch Store:
L. Gounaradon - Chloe Area
52100, Kastoria - Greece
www.lazogkas-furs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of all kinds of skins & pieces.
The Lazogkas fur company has been in the fur business for almost 50 years. Today the fur factory operates in Galatini area
of Siatista, in Kastoria. Each furrier is responsible for maintaining the quality of furs that carry the Lazogkas fur brand.
Designing the fur patterns, selecting the fur in farms and auctions, stitching together the fur skins all follows strict guidelines to match the quality that every fur coat needs to have.
In the last decade the Lazogkas fur company has expanded
it’s net-work of retail stores as well as it’s wholesale business
clients. Everything is still produced in Kastoria, managing to
keep the fur coats quality at the highest level.
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LOUNGE AREA
The visitors of the 2nd Fur Shopping Festival can take a break
from their shopping activity and have a cup of coffee or a cool
drink in the beautiful launge area, created by the Festival
Organizers, at the International Exhibition Center of Kastoria.
Two live music events will take place at the launch area, with
Clara Miroforidou and Fortissimo on Friday 3rd of November
and Saturday 4th of November from 16:00 to 18:00.
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LUXOR FURS
94, Grammou Str.
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24673 00706
Fax: +30 24673 00706
E-mail: luxorfur@otenet.gr
www.luxorfurs.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins & pieces, other garments, fur accessories, plates.
LUXOR FURS is a family business company which is active in
the fur sector since 1985. The quality and design of our products are synonymous to LUXOR FURS business. LUXOR FURS
based in Kastoria, manufactures and markets fur products
worldwide and in conjunction with trained personnel, our
products are widely recognizable for quality and expertise.
Finally at LUXOR FURS we give much emphasis on advertising and that seeks from our participation at the leading fur
exhibitions that are held every year around the world.
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MANIA FURS
52, 11th November Str.
52100 Kastoria, Greece
Tel.: +30 6955696001
Fax: +30 24670 28017
E-mail: f_sioldas@yahoo.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins.
Mania Furs company was founded in 1972 and is located
in the center of Kastoria city. It is a family business always
targeting in the production of quality mink and fox furs and
enjoying the satisfaction of our customers throughout these
years.
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MANOLI FURS
11th Klm Kastoria - Kozani
52057 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 85305
Fax: +30 24670 85405
E-mail: info@manolisfurs.com
nick@manolisfurs.com
www.manolisfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of all the kinds of fur skins
One of the most innovative and pioneering firms in the fur industry is’’ Manoli Furs’’ based in Kastoria, having as its object
the production and, by extension, the sale and export of fur
women’s and men’s clothing.
Housed in a new and modern facility of 3000 square meters
at the entrance of Kastoria, it includes the production process
and at the same time a modern showroom, having as founders
Athanasios Manolis and Manolis George and Nicholas, sons of
the former.
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MANZARI
Ag. Kiriaki kaloneriou 50300, Siatista - Greece
Tel.: +30 24650 71054
+30 24650 71055
Fax: +30 24650 71050
E-mail: info@mantziari.com
www.manzari.gr
www.mantziari.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins.
Production of fur garments since 1991, using top quality fur
skins.
MANTZIARIS S.A. is active in the manufacture and sale of
women’s fur clothing and accessories. Founded in 1991, the
company has risen steadily and emerged as one of the most
important and fast-growing companies in the sector.
The company’s dedication to quality and its perfection-ism
have over the years built it a reputation that goes beyond
Greece’s borders, giving it recognition on a global level.
The company is based in Agia Kyriaki Kaloneriou, in Siatista,
Greece, at a 2,500 square meter company-owned facility that
includes the management, manufacturing/production, design,
pattern production and laundry/dry-cleaning departments, as
well as show rooms. The company designs and manufactures
the “MANZARI, Luxury Furs” collection.
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MARCO VARNI
Headquarter & Factory
52100 Kastoria, Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 81501 / +30 24670 87106
Fax: +30 24670 80327
E-mail: varnis@otenet.gr
www.marcovarni.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins.
Marco Varni is one of the leading companies in the fur industry, internationally acclaimed for its exceptional quality and
modern design garments of mink, sable, chinchilla, fox, e.tc.
The company was founded in 1973 by entrepreneur Markos
Varnis, whose name is since then one of the biggest brand
names in fur production all over the planet.
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MATSOKO FURS
Galatini
50300, Kozani - Greece
Tel.: +30 24650 41491
Fax: +30 24650 41416
E-mail: kotrotsiosfurs@aol.com
matsiokofurs@gmail.com
2nd Address
65, Ethnikis Antistaseos str.
52057 Dispilio, Kastoria - Greece
Tel. & Fax: +30 24675 05007
www.matsoko-furs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins.
The company was established during the decade of 1970 in
Germany and is specialized in readymade fur garments of all
kinds of skins but especially in mink skins.
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M.R. by MAKIS ROUSSOULIS S.A.
9th Klm Kastoria - Kozani
52057, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 85348
Fax: +30 24670 85472
E-mail: mrusulis@otenet.gr
www.mrfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins, production, processing & fur trading.
Makis Roussoulis S.A. is a luxury Greek fur atelier founded in
1973 by Thomas Roussoulis in Kastoria that designs, manufactures and exports many kind of furs like sable, mink, chinchillas, catlynx and swakara! Main characteristic of the company
is the excellent quality of our furs that can satisfy even the
most demanding woman. We use only the best raw materials
imported from specific farms from the largest auctions in the
world. Makis Roussoulis Furs is a synonym of luxury.
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MS MOUSIOS FURS
KONSTANTINOS MOUSIOS & SIA OE
Petra Area
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 89191
Fax: +30 24670 89192
E-mail: msfurs@otenet.gr
Branch Store In Dubai
MOSINO FURS
Shaikha Latifa Building,
Shop No 14, Mezzanine,
Floor Nasser Square Deira, Dubai - U.A.E.
Tel. +97142272536,
Mob. +971505301432 / +97155301422
www.mousiosfurs.gr
Furs: Production & design of readymade fur garments
(wholesales & retail).
The company MS MOUSIOS FURS is engaged in the fur industry since 1960. Investing in outstanding quality of raw material
and the parallel construction of highly qualified clothes, gained
the confidence of the global market.
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MUNICIPALITY OF KASTORIA
Skaperdio Megaro
52100, Kastoria – Greece
Tel.: +30 2467351100-101
Fax: +30 24670 29451
E-mail: dimarxos@kastoria.gov.gr
www.kastoria.gov.gr
Local Authorities
The Municipality of Kastoria participates in the 42st KASTORIA International Fur Fair, creating a communication bridge
among the fur trade organizations, the exhibitors and the
commercial visitors of the Fair in the tourism sector.
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NAFA
65 Skyway Avenue, Toronto,
ON M9W 6C7 – Canada
Tel.: +1 416 675 9320
Fax: +1 416 675 6865
E-mail: bpoulios@gmail.com
www.nafa.ca
Fur Auction
NAFA is the world’s oldest fur auction house, headquartered
in Toronto, Canada. Our roots trace back to 1670, to the historic Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC), which was created to
market the finest furs from North America to the world.
From the earliest days, the marketing of furs was done in a
competitive environment, originally by a sealed bid and subsequently at public auction, in which the price level for each
fur type was determined by supply and demand. The HBC
operated out of London, England; Montreal, New York and
Toronto from 1670 to 1992, after which time it became North
American Fur Auctions.
Today, NAFA continues these age-old traditions, and holds
competitive public auctions three to four times per year as
the principal method of selling the finest collection of mink
and the world’s most diverse collection wild fur to the international market.
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NAOMI BY FLORANS FURS
Petra Area
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 86681
Fax: +30 24670 86683
E-mail: info@naomi.gr
www.naomi.gr
The history of Naomi Furs begins in the wake of the 20th
century with a small fur production facility. This facility has
evolved into a large company with exclusive shops in several
locations in Greece, the USA, Italy and UAE, while our products are also available in several boutiques in Russia. Every
year Naomi produces more than 2500 exquisite handmade
furs with stylish silhouette, quality work and a wide variety
of fur.
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ND FURS
7, Sinopis str. – Nea Lefki
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 83887
Fax: +30 24675 03164
E-mail: ndfurs463@mail.com
www.ndfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins, fur accessories.
The ND Furs company is active in Greece and specifically in the
mother city of fur, the city of Kastoria. Ancestor of the M. Dimitriadis Pelze, founded in Frankfurt, Germany in the year 1978.
Its aim was the processing of fur articles, specializing in the
manufacturing of clothing items made of mink skins. With this
long experience the ND Furs currently conducts the marketing
and creation of fur articles, such as Accessories.
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NELLO SANTI
42, Via Orcagna Str.
58100, Grosseto, Italy
Tel.: +39 (0) 564 492371
Fax: +39 (0)564 494753
E-mail: info@nellosanti.it
www.nellosanti.it
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins.
Nello Santi is a company located in the heart of Maremma,
in Tuscany, one of the most beautiful and charming areas of
Italy. The company has been present in the fur market for
over three generations and they have established themselves
in the international field, thanks to the high quality of their
product and craftsmanship: artisan work is an essential element in the luxury market as it presupposes a great knowledge both of materials and work techniques that will allow
the realization/creation of any kind of idea.
The collection is 100% Made in Italy and it’s rich in mink,
chinchilla, sable and cat lynx both in natural color and dyed
respecting the color trend, with also a particular attention to
follow the shapes and volumes and with a match between
the different materials. All garments have been created for
the most demanding clientele.
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NEVRIS
Airport Area
52200, Argos Orestiko - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 43172
Fax: +30 24670 43000
E-mail: info@nevrisfurs.com
www.nevrisfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of all the kinds of fur skins.
The company is activated in the fur industry since 1975, having a big variety in fur skins and designs.
The long term tradition, the excellent quality and international relations/connections created through the years, establish
NEVRIS Company one of the most important export companies in Greece, exporting products to more than 20 countries
worldwide, such as Russia, Ukraine, Azerbaijan, Turkey, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Monte Carlo, Italy, France, Germany, UAE, USA,
Canada e.t.c.
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NEWAGE – PROTOGEROS PETROS
2, Ath. Diakou Str.
52100, Kastoria – Greec
Tel.: +30 24670 81694
E-mail: info@e-newage.gr
www.e-newage.gr
Other: Printing Solutions
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NITSA FURS - MITSIADIS ATHANASIOS
11 Klm Kastoria - Kozani
52200 Ampelokipi, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 85443
Fax: +30 24670 21356
E-mail: mitsiadisfurs@gmail.com
Branch Store
198, Leoforos Kiknon
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 21355
Fax: +30 24670 21356
www.nitsafurs.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of mink, lynx, sable skins.
The company Nitsa furs (MITSIADIS ATHANASIOS) is engaged
in the production and sale of fur garments in the beautiful
city of Kastoria. The company has made its first steps in 1978,
in Germany and in 1988 is returning permanently at the city
of Kastoria. Our store features comfortable showrooms to
display the wide range of luxurious furs. The highly skilled,
dynamic and entre-preneurial experience of the owner Mr.
Athanasios Mit-siadis has placed the company Nitsa Furs between the most qualitative fur companies in Greece.
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OBSESSION FURS
PAPAGIANNIS STERGIOS
90, Grammou str.
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24673 00209
Fax: +30 24673 00211
E-mail: kastoria@obsessionfurs.com
www.obsessionfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of mink, sable, swakara, wolf
skins. Specialized in men collections.
Obsession Furs is proud to use only superlative quality of materials. Hand-selected skins for all the collection with numerous TOP LOT certifications.
Origin assured farms provide the materials approved by the
highest quality standards of the fur industry.
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OCTOPLUS ’97 KFT
Csillag utca 18.
2911 Mocsa
Hungary
Tel. +36 302175272
E-mail: octoplus97kft@gmail.com
Chinchilla skins
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PAGIN EDIZIONI S.R.L.
21, Via Alberto Da Gandino
20152, Milano - Italy
Tel.: +39 02 45 30 812
Fax: +39 02 48 91 07 77
E-mail: pagin@pagin-edizioni.com
www.pagin-edizioni.com
Press: Publishing In Fur Editions.
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PANIDIS FURS
PANIDIS PAN. – PANIDIS NIK. OVE
Chloe Area
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 26532
Fax: +30 24670 26534
E-mail: panidispan@hotmail.com
www.panidisfurs.com
Focusing on luxury women’s clothing with the finest quality
fur as their raw material, the PANIDIS Company is a dynamic
presence in the sector. Its base is in Kastoria, where its stateof-the-art production factory, central offices and showroom
are located.
PANIDIS was established in 1964 and has since maintained
a steady upward course of development. Today it is a major
player in its exclusive sphere of activity, the wholesale sector.
At the same time, in response to the particular challenges of
today, it continues to evolve rapidly.
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PAPADAKIS FURS
Dimarhou G. Vouitsi & Fountoukli
52100, Kastoria – Greece
Tel.: +30 6945551494
Fax: +30 24670 27067
E-mail: andant@otenet.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of mink skins.
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PAPANIKOLAOU FURS
ΓΟΥΝΑΡΙΚΑ ΠΑΠΑΝΙΚΟΛΑΟΥ
Bara
50300, Siatista -Greece
Tel.: +30 24650 21236 / +30 24650 21838
Fax: +30 24650 22992
E-mail: info@d-papanikolaou.com
www.d-papanikolaou.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins.
Quality Furs
The company PAPANIKOLAOU FURS commenced its activities
in 1970 having its base in Siatista, in Kozani. With love and
enthusiasm towards fur making, it managed to become one
of the most powerful businesses in the area of export in the
whole world.
Today, the company has selling points in the most important
markets of the world such as Italy, Russia, United States.
The design and making of the furs is carried out with special
attention and care. Every year’s collection is prepared in cooperation with the best Italian fashion designers. The choice
of leather which will be used is done by highly experienced
people. The elaboration is done in the best workshops and
dye houses, before the making of each coat begins.
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P.K.Z. FURS S.A.
Petra Area
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 80793 -7
Fax: +30 24670 80766
E-mail: info@pkzfurs.com
www.pkzfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins & pieces.
P.K.Z Furs S.A. has achieved recognition obtaining remarkable
acknowledgements from the market and from the most important dealers in the international fur industry, as one of the
leading Greek-Kastorian fur manufacturing companies worldwide.
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POULIOS FURS
6, Irakleous Str.
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 28159
Fax: +30 24670 28159
E-mail: pouliosfurs@yahoo.com
www.pouliosfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur mink & chinchilla skins.
Poulios Furs is an esteemed fur company in Kastoria. Our work
combines high quality of craftsmanship and fashionable goods.
We export worldwide a large variety of fur products including
mink coats & jackets in stylish design and vivid colors such as
black, pearl, mahogany. All mink skins are purchased from international fur auctions and companies such as Blackglama,
Saga, NAFA etc. We add styles of fashion, but we can take custom orders to design a dream coat to cover your special needs.
Feel free to visit our web-site and get in contact with us.
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PREMIERE FURS
7, 25th Martiou Str.
52200 Argos Orestiko - Greece
Tel.: +30 6934982955
E-mail: vaggelis.svirinakis@yahoo.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins & pieces.
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REGENCY CASINO THESSALONIKI
REGENCY ENTERTAINMENT ΨΥΧΑΓΩΓΙΚΗ &
ΤΟΥΡΙΣΤΙΚΗ Α.Ε.
12th Klm Thessaloniki - Airport
55103, Thessaloniki, Greece
Tel.: +30 2310 491255
Fax: +30 2310 491217
E-mail: ikiossis@rct.regency.gr
www.regencycasinos.gr
Other: Entertainment
Get ready for a unique fun and entertainment experience in
one of the largest and most luxurious European casinos.
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SAGA FURS
Martinkyläntie 48
Vantaa, Finland
Tel.: +358 9 84981
Fax: +358 9 849 8319
E-mail: sophia.kourkopoulos@sagafurs.com
www.sagafurs.com
Saga Furs Oyj is the full service auction house with the broadest selection of superior furs from strictly regulated European sources. Our efforts focus on supporting sustainable
sources of European fur sold at 4-5 international auctions
each year, and then marketing Saga® Mink, Fox and Finnraccoon on a global scale.
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SAMEL S.A.
4th Klm Kastoria - Kolokinthou
52050, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 71613
Fax : +30 24670 71613
E-mail: samelfurs@gmail.com
www.samelfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of all kinds of skins, fur accessories.
Heartmade for life
SAMEL is a company created by proud and inspired descendants of a family that traditionally manufacture fur outfits for
over 70 years. Our aim is for our products to combine the natural warm feeling of fur with the perfect design and a great
sense of fulfillment when you wear it. The use of new methods
in accordance with the fashion trends and the style of the year,
enable us to provide you with unique items.
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SIANTSIS P & S & CO
5, Athanasiou Diakou Str.
52100, Kastoria – Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 87172
Fax: +30 24670 87175
E-mail: siantsis@otenet.gr
Other: Insurance Company
Specialized in insurance products of fur &
travel insurance for entrepreneurs since 1971.
The company Siantsis P & S & CO was established in 1971 and
counts 46 years of a continued presence in the insurance
branch.
The company constitutes of three members and has two offices.
It activates in the branches of car insurance, property insurance, cargo transport insurance and health care insurance.
Our unique combination of knowledge and business orientation, provides to our customers, in a high level service access.
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SOFT GOLD
17/3, Avtozavodsraya st.,
115280, Moscow, Russia,
Tel.: +7 926 8349541
Tel.: +7 916 6382843
E-mail: info@softgold.ru
Other: Fur Trade Publications
SOFT GOLD
publishing house
Information for and about
fur business in Russia
Fur catalogue “Mekhovik”
Address directory “Soft Gold of Russia”
Color magazine “Soft Gold of Russia”
“Soft Gold of Russia” Fur Expo (Pyatigorsk)
www.russia.softgold.ru
Fur news in social network:
www.vk.com/softgold_ru
www.facebook.com/softgold.ru/
www.ok.ru/softgoldru
www.youtube.com/softgoldru
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SOULIS FURS S.A.
7th Klm Kastoria - Ampelokipi
52057 Dispilio, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 89005
Fax: +30 24670 89006
E-mail: info@soulisfurs.gr
www.soulisfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins, fur pieces, leather
garments, fur accessories.
Soulis Furs, an Italian Fashion House based in Kastoria,
Greece. Italian designers bring a new fur collection every season. At Soulis Furs every woman gets the most desirable fur
coats and jackets made of mink, catlynx, bobcat, sable, chinchilla, Blackglama.
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TASOPOULOS PANAGIOTIS
Fountoukli Area
52100, Kastoria – Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 83477
Fax: +30 24670 83477
E-mail: tassopoulos.pan.fur@gmail.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur pieces, plates of mink pieces, cleaning services.
The company of Mr. Panagiotis Tasopoulos is specialized in
fur pieces and was established in 1980.
Specializes in the production of readymade garments of fur
pieces, and in the productions of mink plates (pieces).
Also, provides cleaning services for fur & leather garments.
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THE CHINCHILLA HOUSE
KOSMAS SIAMOS
34, Karavageli str.
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 27070
Fax: +30 24670 27070
E-mail: siamosko@otenet.gr
www.the-chinchilla-house.com
Furs: Readymade garments of chinchilla skins.
We excel in exquisite chinchilla garments made of top quality chinchilla skins. We offer exclusive designs and excellent
craftsmanship. We cater for demanding customers partial to
quality chinchilla garments.
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TIF – HELEXPO
ΔΕΘ - HELEXPO
154, Egnatia Str.
54636, Thessaloniki – Greece
Tel.: +30 2310 291111
Fax: +30 2310 284732
E-mail: press@helexpo.gr
www.helexpo.gr
Other: Exhibition & Congress Organizer
The national exhibition agency was founded nine decades
ago and throughout this period, TIF-Helexpo has accumulated
tremendous experience and know-how in the management of
exhibition infrastructure and the organisation of exhibitions.
Today it serves as the official advisor to the state on issues of
exhibition policy, it organises Thessaloniki International Fair,
major trade fairs, regional exhibitions throughout Greece, it
participates in major international exhibitions with national
pavilions, and it manages the facilities of Thessaloniki International Exhibition and Congress Centre and Athens Exhibition and Congress Centre.
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TOURISM ORGANIZATION OF
WESTERN MACEDONIA
Dioikitirio
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 2467 350229
E-mail: etdyma@gmail.com
www.visitwestmacedonia.gr
Other: Local Authorities
The Region of Western Macedonia is situated in the northern
part of Greece and borders with Albania and FYROM. Western Macedonia is divided into the regional units of Grevena,
Kastoria, Kozani and Florina.
Anyone who visited our region will trait rare in natural beauty and the landscape distinct cultural identity The region
of Western Macedonia is currently an alternative tourist
paradise three ski centers, rivers, lakes and other traditional
settlements attracts the most discerning guests.
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TRASSIAS FURS
Fountoukli, Chloe Area
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 26801
Fax: +30 24670 26801
E-mail: info@trassiasfurs.com
www.trassiasfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of mink, sable & cat lynx skins &
pieces.
Based in Kastoria, we at Trassias Furs are proud of our long
tradition of high quality fur production that continues to satisfy the needs of our worldwide customers to this day. Using the highest quality materials, Trassias Furs acquires its
raw materials exclusively from recognized fur hide auctions,
which adhere to international specifications regarding environment-friendly practices, such as those of the US, Canada,
Scandinavia, Denmark and Russia.
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TRAVELINE
71, Grammou str.
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 87740, +30 24670 87741
Fax: +30 24670 87742
E-mail: info@traveline.gr
www.traveline.gr
Traveline, was established in Kastoria in year 2014. We have
wide experience in airline ticketing, hotel reservations, boat
ticketing, guided tours, club tours, school trips, individual
trips, honeymoons, and we ensure safe self-movement of
travelers.
We provide quality services to our customers at affordable
prices, and with a view to serve you better, we hope to continue our good tradition in the coming years.
We are constantly at our customer’s side, insisting on proving
the four core values that govern our work:
Trust, Reliability, Quality relative to price, service
A commitment so that these values will remain unchanged
and non-negotiable.
Thank you for your support, you will always have ours.
Visit our site: www.traveline.gr and plan your trip.
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TSITSARIS ATHANASIOS
10, Varveri Str.
50300, Siatista – Greece
Tel.: + 30 6932932130
E-mail: sakis@sakisfurs.com
www.sakisfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of skins & pieces, leather garments, fur accessories, fur skins
The company has been active in the fur industry since 1989
with export activity all over the world.
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TSOP FUR MACHINES
14th Klm Thessaloniki - Moudania R.D
57001 Thermi, Thessaloniki - Greece
Tel.: +30 2310 461992
Fax: +30 2310 462146
E-mail: info@tsop.gr
info@tsop.eu
www.tsop.eu
Fur machines, tannery equipment, fur farm machinery, fur
cleaning machinery.
TSOP- Fur Machines produces high quality equipment for fur
and leather tanneries, fur coat producers, cleaners and mink
farmers. During 45 years of presence in the fur industry we
have established the standards of fur production. With constant product development we assure the most productive
solutions and maximum quality in every stage of your business. The world’s finest fur coats are processed with TSOP
machines.
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TSOUKAS BROS & SONS
FUR DRESSING & DYEING
Mesopotamia
52050, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 71040
Fax: +30 24670 71042
E-mail: tsoukasakis@yahoo.com
Dyeing: Fur dressing & dyeing
The tannery of “Tsoukas Bros & Sons” was established in 1984
and has a great experience in the processing and dyeing of
fur skins. The tannery is specialized in sable skins and in reinforcing
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UNIPEL FURS INC.
Petra Area, P.O. BOX 23
52057, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 85710
Fax: +30 24670 85710
E-mail: unipel@unipelfurs.com
www.unipelfurs.com
Furs: Readymade fur skin garments
BLACKGLAMA – NAFA
UNIPEL is a growing company in the world of furs. We are in
the fur business since 1992.
Our philosophy
UNIPEL collection is dedicated to the woman of spirit - the
woman who appreciates the past, lives in the present and
anticipates the future.
UNIPEL furs have an excellent quality, careful manufacture,
refined details and a style which interprets the most diverse
demands.
The garments are light, beautiful and really soft, they are
smart but also practical and casual.
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VASSOU - PAPADAMOU OVE
167, N. Egnatias str.
52100 Maniaki, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 84808
+30 24670 84809
Fax: +30 24670 84809
E-mail: vassou@otenet.gr
www.vassoupapadamou.gr
Furs: Readymade fur skins garments of all kinds of fur skins &
pieces.
Our products are manufactured in our own production facilities (Greece). We mainly use sable, catlynx, raccoon, astrakan, & foxes from the worlds’ biggest auction houses. The
materials we use fulfill the highest quality criteria for more
than 30 years. Vassou - Papadamou tradition is based on our
dedication to produce fur garments of excellent quality and
provide the perfect service to our costumer.
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VELENTZAS N. BROS & CO
32, Ts. Varda str.
52100, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 22728, +30 24670 27715
Fax: +30 24670 27715
E-mail: velentzasbros@hotmail.com
www.velentzasfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins, fur pieces, fur accessories.  
Velentzas Bros Fur Company sits in Kastoria, Greece, for more
than five decades. Our main activity focuses on design, manufacture and trading of fur garments from top quality mink,
sable, lynx, chinchilla, swakara and other skins.
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VG VIGIORGIO Furs Collection
by GEORGE SOUMALIAS
Mavrohori
52056 Kastoria – Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 85507
E-mail: vigiorgiofurs@gmail.com
www.vigiorgiofurs-soumalias.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins, readymade garments of fur pieces, fur accessories.
Our Company is active in the fur industry since 1990 a continuation of a family business since 1950. We are manufacturing and trading ready-made fur garments (mainly mink skins)
retail and wholesale in competitive prices. Our experience in
the field guarantees the quality of our work
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VITANIOTIS FURS
4th Klm Kastoria – Dispilio
52057, Kastoria – Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 85856
Fax: +30 24670 85859
E-mail: vitaniotis@gmail.com
www.vitaniotis.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins.
“Vitaniotis Furs” was founded almost half a century ago and
since then, is one of the leading companies in the production of high quality fur garments. International artists, with a
sense of elegance, design the luxurious and unique garments
of “Vitaniotis Furs”.
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WANGER – PANNON CHIN LTD.
Koppányvezér út 117
Koppánymonostor
2903. Komárom - Hungary
Tel: +36 703314268
E-mail: wanger@wanger.hu
www.wanger.hu
Furs: Readymade garments of chinchilla pieces, fur accessories, chinchilla skins.
Wanger – Pannon Chin Ltd. had been established in 1978
and today it is the world’s biggest breeding stock producer
and fur trader plantation, a model farm of the West Hungarian Universite (Mosonmagyaróvár). We participate in several scientific researches and there are university students
and teachers visiting us. We are using the Loyd’s Register
ISO9002 qualifying system’s rules. We edit books and technological instructions. The farm in Komarom has 6000 breeding mothers. All these chinchillas are pedigreed and qualified.
We coordinate Hungarian and foreigner chinchilla breeders in
neighboring countries, help their work with further education
and professional advises.
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ZARZOS BROS
33rd Klm Kozani -Kastoria
50300, Kozani - Greece
Tel.: +30 24650 71043
Fax: +30 24670 71057
E-mail: info@zarzosbros.com
www.zarzosbros.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins & pieces.  
Since 1980 Zarzos Bros have been trained in all fur-related
areas. From designing to using technical equipment, processing, resale, study of the competition and exports. In 1993 the
company was readjusted and Zarzos Argyrios was added in
the articles of association. Later on, in 1996, Zarzos Dimitrios was also added. Today, the company has 4 stores both
in Greece and abroad. It trades in all types of fur, in qualities
and prices that provoke the competition.
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